SUSI BELLAMY X CRISTINA CORAL
ANNOUNCE COLLABORATION

Artist-designer Susie Bellamy has collaborated with award-winning
fine art photographer Cristina Coral on a series images featuring
Bellamy’s scarves and cushions which are based on Bellamy’s
original artwork.
Image: Ruched Peacock Bouquet Marbled Velvet Small Square Cushion £125

VELVET CUSHIONS

“I first discovered the beautiful photographic images of Cristina Coral
on Instagram, and I was immediately inspired by the magical quality
of her thought-provoking imagery combined with her sense of colour.
Her work juxtaposes fashion and interiors. With a slightly surreal twist
and a love of matching her clothing to her locations I was hooked to
her collection. Having also lived in Florence I was also drawn to the
settings of her work and her inimitable sense of style and inspiring
locations.” Susi Bellamy
Image: Orange Swirl Birds Collage Velvet Oblong Cushion £135

“Cristina was born in Trieste with a great history and nostalgic
present. It is where she grew up, and currently lives. She is drawn to
the themes of everyday life for her inspiration, but memories also
inform her work. She was brought up in an artistic environment and
her father, Giampaolo was a famous composer. When she was
young, she often went to the theatre and opera with him where she
found herself escaping into a place of oblivion as she immersed
herself in the expression of the performance.“
Image: Bird and Rose Collage Velvet Large Oblong Cushion £135

“Cristina was inspired enough by my designs to add them into her
settings for her next body of work. She chose the bird and owl pillow
sized velvet cushions which were then sent to Italy. Cristina carefully
curated each design to be included in some of her settings.
“Every scene depicted was studied to make her cushions stand out
while keeping harmony in the picture. Just like a painting. Colour
plays a fundamental role in our subconscious but especially in the
final composition.”
Image: Bird and Rose Collage Velvet Large Oblong Cushion £135

SILK WOOL SCARVES

Following on from the interior series Cristina Coral has now worked on
the new collection of Susi Bellamy’s sublime silk wool scarves,
launching autumn 2022. The luxurious scarves are £175 each.
Image: Orchid Fine Comb Scarf £175

“With her inimitable style Cristina beautifully styled the collection with
vintage clothing and in settings to create a body of work which echoes
a shared love of Italy and incredible photography steeped in
atmosphere, texture, and colour.”
Image: Blush Bouquet Scarf £175

Image: Emerald Painterly Scarf £175

Image: Rose Abstract Scarf £175

Image: Turquoise Comb Scarf £175

Image: Oak Zebra Scarf £175

About

Cristina Coral is an award-winning photographer specialising in
creative fine art photography. She explores the relationship between
subject and environment. Her work has featured in Vogue Italia and
Wall Street International and Huffington Post. Artworks are shown at
international exhibitions.
Susi Bellamy moved to interiors via her role as fashion editor and
a stint living in Florence as an artist which gave her enough visual
inspiration to last a lifetime. She looks to the worlds of fine art, fashion
and design to understand the core directions and colour palettes of
the moment.
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